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Abstract Except for the first frame, a population Monte
Carlo image plane (PMC-IP) sampler renders with a startup kernel function learned from previous results by using
motion analysis techniques in the vision community to explore the temporal coherence existing among kernel functions. The predicted kernel function can shift part of the
uniformly distributed samples from regions with low visual
variance to regions with high visual variance at the startup iteration and reduce the temporal noise by considering
the temporal relation of sample distributions among frames.
In the following iterations, the PMC-IP sampler adapts the
kernel function to select pixels for refinement according to
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a perceptually-weighted variance criterion. Our results improve the rendering efficiency by a factor between 2 to 5
over existing techniques in single frame rendering. The rendered animations are perceptually more pleasant.
Keywords Ray-tracing · PMC · Monte Carlo · Global
illumination

1 Introduction
Global illumination based on Monte Carlo integration provides the most general solution for photorealistic rendering problems. To reduce image noise (variance) at practical computation times is the core of research in the global
illumination community. To render an animation the temporal variance at each pixel among consecutive frames must
also be considered because our eyes are good at noticing
temporal inconsistency among consecutive frames for survival purposes; our algorithm is derived from the Population
Monte Carlo (PMC) sampling framework, which is a technique that adapts sampling distributions over iterations, all
with theoretical guarantees on error and little computational
overhead. Our algorithm generates a start-up kernel function
from previous rendered frames by considering the temporal
correlation among the kernel functions. In addition, our algorithm evenly distributes the variance over the image plane
in each frame to remove noisy spikes on the image and in
turn, reduce the temporal inconsistency generally existing
in a frame-by-frame ray-tracing-based algorithm.
PMC algorithms iterate on a population of samples. For
our sampler, image-plane sampling (PMC-IP), the population is a set of image-plane locations. To render each frame,
the population is initialized with a sample distribution whose
predictions are based on the previous rendering results, and
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then PMC-IP generates an intermediate image to start the iteration. Any information available at this stage can then be
used to adapt a kernel function that produces a new population. The initial prediction of the kernel function is based
on the result of the current frame rendered with a few samples in each pixel, the result of previous frames, and the
sample distribution of previous frames. We can explore the
temporal coherence of sample distributions among consecutive frames by using computer vision techniques to generate a good start-up kernel function. This prediction prevents
the redundant probed samples on smooth regions of the image. In addition, the prediction takes the temporal variance
into account: perceptually high variance regions in previous frames have higher probability to be perceptually high
variance regions in current frame, and as a result, the algorithm puts more samples at these regions to reduce the noisy
spikes. In image-plane sampling, the perceptually-weighted
variance in the intermediate images is used to construct the
kernel function, resulting in more image-plane samples in
regions of high variance. The procedure is then iterated:
sample, adapt, sample, . . . . The result is an unbiased adaptive algorithm. This can achieve an evenly-distributed variance over the image plane.
Photon mapping and path tracing have been the industrial rendering algorithms for global illumination. Our sampler can be easily incorporated into ray-tracing-based global
illumination with minimal modifications to improve the efficiency of these algorithms. We demonstrate the ease of incorporation into the current rendering framework by modifying the ray-starting pixel positions.
Our contribution is a specific tool for rendering that uses
the Population Monte Carlo framework: An image-plane
sampler, PMC-IP, that adapts to guide samples to perceptually high variance image regions, is cheap to compute,
maintains stratification, and is unbiased. In addition, we incorporate motion analysis techniques from the vision community into global illumination algorithms to explore the
temporal coherence of sample distributions among consecutive frames to improve the sample usage and enhance the
temporal consistency among consecutive frames.
We include results comparing each algorithm to existing
approaches. We find that PMC-based algorithms improve
the efficiency in a factor of 2 to 5 over existing methods
when rendering a single frame. In addition, our algorithm
can generate a more perceptually pleasant animation than
others.

2 Related work
Here we focus on the adaptive image-plane sampling and
algorithms using sequential Monte Carlo algorithm. For an
overview of Monte Carlo rendering in general, see Pharr and
Humphreys [22].
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Typically, adaptive image-plane algorithms perform a
first pass with a small number of samples per pixel and use
the resulting values to label pixels as adequately sampled or
in need of further refinement. The algorithm then iterates on
the pixels requiring more samples [3, 11, 20, 21, 23, 24].
A common property of these existing algorithms is that
they stop sampling a given pixel when some image-derived
metric is satisfied. As Kirk and Arvo [13] point out, the
evaluation of the image metric relies on random samples,
so there is some non-zero probability that the threshold is
incorrectly detected and that sampling stops too soon. This
introduces bias in the final image, which is a problem when
physically accurate renderings are required. Our algorithm
never uses a threshold to stop sampling a pixel and is statistically unbiased.
Many metrics have been proposed for the test to trigger
additional sampling. Lee et al. [16] used a sample variancebased metric. Dippé and Wold [5] estimated the change
in error as sample counts increase. Painter and Sloan [21]
and Purgathofer [23] used a confidence interval test, which
Tamstorf and Jensen [30] extended to account for the tone
operator. Mitchell [20] proposed a contrast-based criterion
because humans are more sensitive to contrast than to absolute brightness, and Schlick [27] included stratification
into an algorithm that used contrast as its metric. Bolin and
Meyer [3], Ramasubramanian et al. [24] and Farrugia and
Péroche [7] used models for human visual perception, of
which we use a variant. Rigau et al. [25, 26] introduced
entropy-based metrics. References [1, 19] introduced metrics utilizing a model of the human visual system from the
visible distortion based on the detection and classification of
visible changes in the image structures.
Our algorithm views the image plane as a single sample space for the purposes of sampling. Dayal et al. [4]
used a variance-based metric to control a kD-tree subdivision where samples are drawn uniformly within each adaptively sized cell of the subdivision. Stokes et al. [28] also
took a global approach with their perceptual metric.
A Sequential Monte Carlo algorithm, similar in spirit
to Population Monte Carlo, has recently been applied by
Ghosh, Doucet and Heidrich [10] to the problem of sampling environment maps in animated sequences. Their work
exploits another property of iterated importance sampling
algorithms—the ability to re-use samples from one iteration
to the next—and is complementary to our approach.
Lai et al. [14, 15] adapted the Population Monte Carlo
algorithm into the energy redistribution framework to adapt
the extent of energy redistribution. Their method focuses on
the global rendering algorithm but our algorithm focuses on
the first step of sample distributions. Our algorithm can be
easily adapted to incorporate the algorithm by adjusting the
energy of each path according to the kernel function of the
pixel-position distribution.
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3 PMC-IP: image-plane sampling
To render a frame in a sequence of animation is to compute
the intensity, I (i, j, t), of each pixel (i, j ) for each frame t,
by estimating the integrals:

(1)
Ii,j,t = Wi,j,t (u)L(x, ω, t) du,
I

1
2
4
5
6
7

Estimate the start-up kernel function αk(0) from previous frames
for s = 0, . . . , S
(s)
Use DMS to allocate samples according to αk
(s)
Generate samples from KIP (x) and accumulate to image
Compute the perceptually-weighted variance image
Compute αk(s+1) for each pixel k

Fig. 1 The PMC-IP Algorithm for rendering a single frame

where I is the image plane, Wi,j,t (u) is the measurement
function for pixel (i, j ) of tth frame—non-zero if u is
within the support of the reconstruction filter at (i, j ) of tth
frame—and L(x, ω, t) is the radiance leaving the point, x,
seen through u in the direction −ω at tth frame, determined
by the projection function of the camera. We are ignoring,
for discussion purposes, depth of field effects, which would
necessitate integration over directions out of the pixel, and
motion blur, which would require integration over time. In
the following discussion, we will neglect the denotation of t
for the simplification of description. And all the adaptation
of the sample distribution happens in the process of rendering a single frame.
An image-plane sampler selects the image-plane locations, x in (1) for a specific frame. For simplicity, assume we
are working with a ray-tracing-style algorithm that shoots
from the eye out into the scene. Adaptive sampling aims
to send more rays through image locations that have high
noise, while avoiding bias in the final result.
Taking an importance sampling view, given a set of samples, {X1 , . . . , XN } from an importance function p(x) for a
single frame, each pixel is estimated using
1  Wi,j (Xk )L(Xk , ω)
.
Iˆi,j =
n
p(Xk )
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N

(2)

k=1

The source of bias in most existing adaptive image-plane
samplers is revealed here. Adaptive sampling without bias
must avoid decisions to terminate sampling at an individual
pixel, and instead look at the entire image plane to decide
where a certain number of new samples will be cast. Every
pixel with non-zero brightness must have non-zero probability of being chosen for a sample, regardless of its estimated
error. This guarantee that all pixels will have chance to receive samples to achieve unbiasedness.
We also note the (2) can be broken into many integrals,
one for the support of each pixel. Provided p(x) is known in
each sub-domain, the global nature of p(x) is not important.
Figure 1 summarizes the final PMC-IP algorithm for a
single frame:
3.1 Integrating the sampler into a global rendering system
The PMC-IP is easily incorporated into a single rendering
pipeline and allows us to improve the rendering efficiency

for ray-tracing-based algorithms such as path tracing, photon mapping. Figure 2 shows a modern plug-in style Monte
Carlo rendering framework. The only core framework modification required to support adaptive sampling is the addition
of a feedback path from the output image generator back to
the samplers, required to pass information from one sampling iteration back to the samplers for the next iteration.
The PMC-IP sampler also contains a tracking algorithm, described in Sect. 3.2, to guess the sample distribution from
the previous rendering frames and sample distributions.
The kernel function is the starting point in creating a
PMC algorithm for adaptive image-plane sampling. We
need a function that has adaptable parameters, is cheap
to sample from, and supports stratification. This can be
achieved with a mixture model of component distributions,
hIP(i,j ) (x), one for each pixel:
 (s)
 (s)
(s)
KIP
(x) =
α(i,j ) hIP(i,j ) (x),
α(i,j ) = 1,
(i,j )∈P

(i,j )∈P

where (i, j ) is the pixel coordinate and P is the set of all
pixels in this image. Each component is uniform over the
domain of a single pixel integral. The parameters to the dis(s)
tribution are all the α(i,j
) values, and these change for each
(s)

iteration, s. We achieve an unbiased result if every α(i,j ) ≥ ,
where  is a small positive constant (we use 0.01). We enforce this through the adaptive process, and the use of ,
rather than 0, provides some assurance that we will not overlook important contributions (referred to as defensive sampling [12]).
The use of a mixture as the kernel results in a D-kernel
PMC [6] algorithm. Sampling from such a distribution is
(s)
achieved by choosing a pixel, (i, j ) according to the α(i,j
),
and then sampling from hIP(i,j ) (x). The latter can be done
with a low-discrepancy sampler within each pixel, giving
sub-pixel stratification. Stratification across the entire image
plane can be achieved through deterministic mixture sampling, which we describe shortly. The importance function
p(x) in estimating contribution of a path for a given pixel
(s)
must be modified as psample (x) = ppath (x)puniform /α(i,j )
where ppath is the probability to generate the path starting from that pixel position and puniform is the probability to choose that pixel uniformly for guaranteeing unbiasedness. Notice that this kernel function is not conditional, in other words, KIP (x(s) |x(s−1) ) = KIP (x(s) ). Hence,
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Fig. 2 A block diagram of a
plug-in style Monte Carlo
rendering system, following
Pharr and Humphreys [22]. The
PMC-IP sampler replaces a
uniform sample generator with
the addition of a feedback path
from the sample accumulator in
order to calculate the perceptual
variance. The PMC-IP sampler
also contains a predictor to
estimate the start-up sample
distribution for rendering a
single frame

for image-plane sampling we do not include a resampling
step in the PMC algorithm because no samples are re-used.
The knowledge gained from prior samples is instead used to
adapt the kernel function.
3.2 Predict a good initial start-up kernel
When observing the kernel function for each frame by using PMC-IP algorithm, we realize that the high-probability
regions should be temporally correlated among consecutive
frames. Thus, if we can use motion analysis techniques to
predict the movement of these regions, we can save the extra cost of probing the entire image plane to estimate the
α(i,j ) . In addition, since the high-probability regions should
also be regions with high variance in general Monte Carlo
methods, to use the prediction can also reduce the temporal inconsistency between noise by putting more samples in
these regions.
For the current frame t, we first obtain a coarse rendering
result Iˆt using a small amount of initial samples per pixel
such as 4 in our implementation. Then we predict the kernel
t
function of the current frame α(i,j
) from that of the previt−1
ous frame α(i,j
) by exploring the correspondence between
t
t−1
ˆ
as follows:
I and I
t−1
t
α(i,j
) = αM t

t−1 (i,j )

,

(3)

t
where Mt−1
describes the correspondence between α t and
t−1
α .
t
We approximate Mt−1
by estimating the correspondence
t
ˆ
between images I and I t−1 . Optical flow [2, 18] algorithms in computer vision community provide natural solutions to estimate this correspondence. However, since the

coarse rendering result Iˆt is noisy, optical flow estimation
is not reliable. We regularize the optical flow using a homography between Iˆt and I t−1 . A homography is a 2D perspective matrix described by 8 parameters. It describes the
correspondence between Iˆt and I t−1 as follows:
⎤ ⎡ t−1 ⎤
⎡ t⎤ ⎡
h11 h12 h13
i
si
⎣ sj t ⎦ = ⎣ h21 h22 h23 ⎦ ⎣ j t−1 ⎦
(4)
s
h31 h32 1
1
Vision research has provided rich literatures for estimating
the homography [29]. We adopt a feature-based method.
SIFT features [17] are used due to their robustness to noise.
Ideally, 4 pairs of correctly matched feature points are
enough to estimate the homography. In practice, to get a
robust estimation, we extract from each image a dense set
of SIFT features. (Iˆt is pre-processed using a median filter
to reduce the noise before estimating the homography.) We
use a RANSAC [9] algorithm to obtain a robust estimation
of the homography.
When the scene is a plane, or the camera only rotates
along its optical center, the homography perfectly describes
the correspondence between two images. In practice, when
the difference between two consecutive frames are small, the
homography can be a good approximation. However, when
the camera motion or object motion is significant, the homography is not accurate enough. To relieve this problem,
we first detect the high-density regions of the kernel α t−1 ;
then we estimate the homography within these regions between two images, and use this new homography to describe
the correspondence between the high-density regions. The
insight of this strategy is two-fold: first, a homography is
likely to be successful when modeling the correspondence
between small regions; second, the high-density region is

Animation rendering with Population Monte Carlo image-plane sampler
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Fig. 3 This is the prediction of the kernel function at frame 4. The
images from left are result at frame 3, rough result at frame 4, the
final kernel function at frame 3, the final predicted kernel function

at frame 4, and the final kernel function at frame 4. We analyze the
deviation by using the root mean square error which is 9.02 × 10−07

Fig. 4 A comparison between adaptive and uniform image-plane sampling on a direct-lighting example. Leftmost is the initial image for
PMC-IP sampling, and the αk(0) image. The initial image used 2 samples per pixel. The next image is the result of PMC-IP sampling with
two iterations at 4 SPPs on average. Center is a 10 SPPs image uni-

formly distributed. The zooms show the shadow near the Buddha’s
base (PMC-IP top, uniform bottom). To the right are the corresponding
variance images. Note that the variance image for the PMC-IP sampler
has few high variance regions, and has a lower contrast in general, representing a more even distribution of error

more important than the other region, thus deserving accurate prediction. An example of the kernel predication is illustrated in Fig. 3.

where σ 2 is the variance of radiance carried by samples
dropped at that pixel.
The first iteration for the first frame of the algorithm samples uniformly over the image plane, so this criterion can
always be computed. The first iteration for the following
frames predict the kernel function according to the result
of previous frame and the current rendering algorithm. The
(0)
left images in Fig. 4 show an example of an α(i,j ) map for a
given initial image. The perceptual term in the error image
prevents very high errors in both bright regions (a problem
with unweighted variance) and dark areas (a problem with
luminance-weighted variance).
(s)
Note that α(i,j
) ≥ , so there is a non-zero probability of generating a sample at any given image-plane location. This meets the requirement for importance sampling
that the importance function is non-zero everywhere where
the integrand is non-zero. Furthermore, as the total sample
count approaches infinity, the count at any pixel also approaches infinity. Hence, with the correctly computed importance weights (2), the algorithm is unbiased.

3.3 Adapting the PMC-IP kernel
The adaption method is responsible for determining the
(s)
value of each α(i,j
) given the populations from previous iterations and any information available from them, such as the
(s)
image computed so far. We need to define an α(i,j ) for every
pixel, with pixels that require more samples having higher
(s)
high α(i,j ) for the component that covers the pixel.
(s)

An appropriate criterion assigns α(i,j ) proportional to the
perceptually-weighted variance at each pixel. The algorithm
tracks the sample variance in power seen among samples
that contribute to each pixel. To account for perception, the
result is divided by the threshold-versus-intensity function
tvi(L) introduced by Ferweda et al. [8]. Normalization also
accounts for .

αi,j
=

σ 2(i,j )
tvi(L(i,j ) )

,


(1 − )α(i,j
)
(s)
αi,j =  + 
,

α



(i ,j )∈P (i ,j  )

3.4 Deterministic mixture sampling
Randomly sampling from the discrete distribution defined
(s)
by the α(i,j ) produces excess noise—some pixels get far
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more or fewer samples than their expected value. This problem is solved with deterministic mixture sampling, DMS,
which is designed to give each component (pixel) a num(s)

ber of samples roughly proportional to its α(i,j ) . Deterministic mixture sampling is unbiased and always gives lower
variance when compared to random mixture sampling, as
proven by Hesterberg [12].
The number of samples per iteration, N (the population
size) is fixed at a small multiple of the number of pixels. We
typically use 4 samples per pixel, which balances between
spending too much effort on any one iteration and the overhead of computing a new set of kernel parameters. For each
pixel, the deterministic sampler computes n(i,j ) = N α(i,j ) ,
the target number of samples for that pixel. It takes n(i,j ) 
samples from each pixel (i, j )’s component. The remaining
un-allocated samples are sampled from the residual distribution with probability n(i,j ) − n(i,j )  at each pixel (suitably
normalized).

4 Results
This section presents the rendering results when we apply
our PMC-IP algorithm to render a single frame of scenes
and animation scenes by plugging in our sampler into the
modern global illumination framework to demonstrate the
usefulness of our algorithm
4.1 Static image rendering
Adaptive image-plane sampling can be used in many situations where pixel samples are required and an iterative algorithm can be employed. We have implemented it in the contexts of direct lighting using a Multiple Importance Sampler
(MIS) and global illumination with path tracing, and as part
of a complete photon mapping system.
Figure 4 shows the Buddha direct-lighting example. The
surface is diffuse with an area light source. Each pixel sample used 8 illumination samples, and the images were rendered at 256×512, with statistics presented in Table 1.We
introduce the perceptually-based mean squared efficiency
(P-Eff) metric for comparing algorithms, computed as:

2
1
pixels e
,
P-Eff =
Err =
tvi(L)
T × Err
where e is the difference in intensity between a pixel and
the ground truth value and T is the running time of the algorithm on that image. P-Eff is a measure of how much longer
(or less) you would need to run one algorithm to reach the
perceptual quality of another [22].
The final adaptive image shown is the unweighted average of three sub-images (initial and two iterations). While

Table 1 Measurements comparing PMC-IP and uniform image-plane
sampling, for equal total sample counts. The P-Eff is perceptual efficiency used in [14]. The Buddha image computed direct lighting with
the MIS method, with a total of 8 lighting samples for each pixel sample. PMC-IP sampling improves the perceptually-based RMS error by
a factor of 5.4 over uniform sampling with only 7.5% more computation time. It corresponds to an improvement in efficiency of 5.01. The
Cornell Box images use path tracing to compute global illumination
including caustics. Comparing with images of 16 SPPs, PMC-IP improves the efficiency by a factor of 2.65
Image
Buddha
Box

Method

#SPP

T (s)

Err

P-Eff
0.027

Uniform

10

58.1

0.625

PMC-IP

2+4+4

62.4

0.116

0.138

Uniform

16

163

0.545

0.011

Uniform

32

328

0.255

0.012

PMC-IP

4+6+6

169

0.182

0.033

weighting each sub-image may be helpful, in this context it
is not clear that the samples from one iteration are any better than those from another because they all used the same
per-sample parameters. We obtained more samples in places
that needed it, but not better samples.
The path tracing algorithm differs from a standard version only in how pixel locations are chosen. The improvement due to PMC-IP sampling is more pronounced in this
situation because some areas of the image (the caustic, for
instance) have a much higher variance than others due to the
difficulty of sampling such paths. We compare the results
in two aspects. First, we compare them visually. Working
toward a target image quality, we would continue iterating
the PMC-IP sampler until we were satisfied with the overall variance. In Fig. 5, we show the final result of the Cornell box and the comparison between a set of snapshots of
the caustic region between the general PT algorithm and our
adaptive algorithm. We can see that the result of 16th (equivalent to 64 SPPs) is even better than the result of 256 SPPs.
We also notice that even at diffuse regions, our method converges more quickly than the general PT algorithm.
Second, we compare the efficiencies of our algorithm and
the PT algorithm. In this Table 1, we see that PMC-IP sampling with a total of 16 SPPs improves the efficiency by a
factor of 3 to the uniform sampling with 16 SPPs and 32
SPPs. In this result, we ran our examples for a fixed number of iterations (bounded by computation time). Note that
because the PMC-IP sampler evenly spreads variance over
the image, an overall image error bound is very unlikely to
leave any high-error pixels.
Photon mapping is an industry standard method for
global illumination, and we implemented the above method
for the gather portion of a photon mapping implementation.
Figure 6 shows a room scene computed with the system.
Looking at the blown-up images of right wall by the lamp, in
Fig. 6, we can see that our algorithm converges more rapidly

Animation rendering with Population Monte Carlo image-plane sampler
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Fig. 5 A Cornell Box image computed using the PMC-IP algorithm.
The left image is the final result using PMC-IP algorithm with 64 iterations, with each iteration averaging 4 SPPs. It is easier to find converged values in diffuse regions than in the caustic region. Thus, we
compare the results by focusing on this region. The images in the second row on the top, from top to down, are the cropped images of the
caustic region computed using non-adaptive path tracing with 16, 32,

64 and 128 SPPs. The images in the third row on the top, from top
to down, are intermediate results from the adaptive algorithm at 4, 8,
16 and 32 iterations when computing the top image. The right bottom
demonstrates that our adaptive sampler produces better visual results
at lower sample counts: on the top is the result from 256 SPPs, unadapted, and on the bottom image is the result of 16 adapting iterations
at an average of 4 SPPs per iteration

Fig. 6 The top is a room scene with complex models computed using
photon mapping and the adaptive image plane sampler. The bottom
row are blown up images of the upper right portion of the room scene.
The image was generated with a standard photon shooting phase. On
the left is the result of a final gather with 4 PMC-IP iterations, with

each iteration averaging 4 samples per pixel. Right is the result of a
standard photon mapping gather using 16 SPPs and using 16 shadow
rays per light to estimate direct lighting. Note the significant reduction
in noise with our methods
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Fig. 7 A sequence of images animation of Cornell Box scene are rendered using the PMC-IP algorithm. The top row of images are the final
results of the 1st, 31st, 61st, and 91st frame using PMC-IP algorithm
with 16 iterations, with each iteration averaging 16 SPPs. The second
row are the α(i,j ) estimated after rendering at the 1st, 31st, 61st, and

91st frame. The third row are the prediction of α(i,j ) using prediction
algorithm in Sect. 3.2 for the 1st, 31st, 61st, and 91st frame. The corresponding root mean square error between the prediction and final value
of α(i,j ) are 9.28 × 10−7 , 1.26 × 10−6 , 8.81 × 10−7 , and 1.16 × 10−6

to a smooth image. This is because PMC-IP puts more samples in this region because of its high variance nature. Our
algorithm improves the efficiency of the final result.

of animation in a Cornell Box scene. When visually checking the prediction and final estimation, the position of the
high-probability region and the strength are similar. When
numerically analyzing the deviation between the prediction
and final estimation of the kernel function, α(i,j ) , with root
mean square error for each frame, the values are small with
a maximum of 1.26 × 10−6 . The predictor does a good job
in tracking the high-sample region roughly corresponding
to the caustics lighting on the ground. As a result, our algorithm consistently puts more effort at this region to get
a smoother caustics lighting region. When comparing the
animation result, we can see that the variance of the caustics region when using the uniform 256 SPPs is roughly the
same as the variance of caustics regions when plugging in
our algorithm with 4 iterations, with averaging 16 SPPs per
iteration. Our algorithm with 16 iterations, with averaging
16 SPPs per iteration can generate a much smoother caustics region.
Figure 8 shows the final results of 4 frames taken from
a sequence of animation in a room scene when plugging in
PMC-IP and plugging in uniform sample distribution with
the path tracing. We notice that our algorithm distributes
more samples to high variance regions and therefore renders images with less noise spikes. In addition to even dis-

4.2 Animation rendered with the adaptive image plane
sampler
We apply our frame-based PMC-IP animation rendering algorithm to two animation scenes: Cornell Box and Room.
Each contains the movement of the camera, objects, and
lights. For the Cornell Box scene, we render each frame with
16 iterations and with each iteration averaging 16 samples
per pixel by plugging in PMC-IP into general path tracing
algorithm. To do the comparison, we also render the animation with 256 samples per pixel by plugging in uniform sample distribution into the path tracing algorithm. For the room
scene, we render each frame with 64 iterations and each iteration with averaging 16 samples per pixel and with uniform
1024 samples per pixel. The overhead of prediction of the
kernel function is roughly 5 s. The overhead of adjusting the
kernel function at each iteration is about 10 s. The cost of
tracing a view ray through a scene is the same because the
only difference is the start-up position of a view ray. Figure 7
shows the final results of 4 frames taken from a sequence

Animation rendering with Population Monte Carlo image-plane sampler
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Fig. 8 A room scene is rendered using the PMC-IP algorithm. The
top row of images are the final result using PMC-IP algorithm with
64 iterations, with each iteration averaging 16 SPPs at 1st, 31st, 61st,
and 91st frame. The second row are the final results using general path

tracing algorithm with 1024 sample per pixel at 1st, 31st, 61st, and
91st frame. There are obvious less artifacts existing in all four frames.
When watching the animation, the noisy spike keep popping up in the
room scene animation using path tracing algorithm

tribution of variance on the image plane, our algorithm uses
the prediction of the kernel function to incorporate the temporal information of the sample distribution among consecutive frames. As a result, the inconsistency among consecutive frames is lower. We can observe this from how
the chance of a noise spike popping up in the animation
rendered by using general path tracing algorithm is higher
than the chance in the animation rendered with our algorithm. The result is a more perceptually pleasant animation.

including the gather phase of photon mapping, bi-directional
path tracing, irradiance caching, and so on. We have shown
how photon mapping can use PMC samplers in the final
gathering phase.
There are several future research directions. First, we apply the temporal prediction for the pixel-position distribution. In addition, direct lighting is another main factor for
the quality of generated images. The importance of lights to
a point in the scene should also be temporally coherent. If
we can use similar prediction for the importance of lights,
we can use more direct-lighting samples to estimate the intensity from an important light. Second, we only use perceptual metrics suitable for measuring the performance of rendering a single frame. However, it cannot measure human’s
sensitivity for the temporal inconsistency among consecutive frames. The sensitivity of the temporal inconsistency is
very important cue for survival. A proper metrics to evaluate the performance among consecutive frames can allow
us to further adjust our kernel functions to take the entire
rendering sequence into account instead of a frame-based
manner. Third, now we use a fixed number of iterations and
a fixed number of samples per pixel when rendering a frame.
However, some frames may need less samples than others.
A convergence test on each frame can terminate the rendering process earlier. One step further, we may even want to
have method that can predict the number of iterations and
samples per pixel needed to generate a smooth image from
the previous frames.
PMC algorithm is useful to take advantage of correlated
information. The Kalman filter is a well-known example. We
believe that it can provide proper solution to exploit the correlated and temporal-coherence information existing in integrals for animation rendering. In addition, motion analysis

5 Conclusion
Adaptive image-plane sampling, derived from a PMC framework, learns to become an effective sampler based on the results from early iterations. Instead of starting from a uniform
distribution, we use computer vision techniques to predict
the start-up kernel function based on the previous results.
This start-up kernel function shifts part of the uniformly
distributed samples from regions with low visual variance
to regions with high visual variance on the image plane and
also provides us a base of considering temporal coherence
of kernel functions among consecutive frames. The adaptive algorithm automatically adjusts the kernel function to
approximate the ideal image-plane sample distribution. The
prediction and adaptation of the kernel function can both
improve the rendering efficiency and temporal consistency
among frames. The pixel-position generator is a common
component in many basic ray-tracing algorithms. PMC-IP
sampler could be used as a plug-in component for essentially any algorithm that forms light paths through the eye,
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of a film in the vision community provides us with techniques to explore the temporal coherence which may be the
key to render a consistent animation in an efficient way.
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